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User Interface
Why does the "Colored text" gadget in the Read configuration looks wrong
the first time I open this sheet?
This is a bug in MUI 3.8 and can't unfortunately be worked around in any form. However, it is already fixed in
MUI versions >= 3.9. So please update your MUI installation, if possible.

Menu shortcuts don't work while context sensitive menus are enabled, why?
Unfortunatly, the context menus for the folder & message lists may get in your way and prevent you from using the
usual menu item shortcuts unless you move the pointer outside the list. Unfortunately this is a bug in MUI <=3.8,
which can only worked around by disabling the context menus themselves or upgrading MUI to at least 3.9.

The gauge in the mail transfer window looks wrong, why?
Due to a bug in MUI 3.8, the gauge in the mail transfer window may "overflow" its container when representing
very high values, typically around 8 MB and beyond. This bug is harmless, but an updated MUI (3.9 or better) is
necessary to properly address this problem. No such update are available for m68k Amigas at the time of writing
this article.

Why is keyboard selection of multiple mails not working?
According to the documentation and the configuration GUI of the NList.mcc class (which is used in YAM for
displaying the mail list) one should be able to select multiple entries in a Listview by using the CTRL+Up/Down
keys. However, when I use these keys the listview scrolls to the beginning or end rather than allowing to select
multiple entries.
The reason for this problem is, that the default keybindings of NList.mcc and the default keybindings of MUI itself
clash. So when you use CTRL+Up/Down the default MUI keybindings will have preference over the NList settings
and thus won't trigger the correct functions in NList itself.
The solution is to either upgrade to NList release 0.108 or later as the default keybinding have been changed to use
ALT+Up/Down rather than CTRL. Just make sure that you reset the keybinding settings in the MUI configuration
pane of the NList classes after you have installed 0.108+ of the NList classes. Another solution (for older NList
versions) would be to manually change the keybinding settings in the MUI configuration to use the ALT key rather
than CTRL key (see all the "Select XXX" entries in the example screenshot below).
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